Scaling approaches for mean velocity in two-dimensional, fully-developed, turbulent wall jets developing on flat surfaces, have invariably reckoned on the nozzle initial conditions as scaling parameters. This choice, however, does not square with the notion of self similarity which essentially involves "local" scales. We demonstrate that the mean velocity data across different facilities scale remarkably well with the "local" parameters rather than the nozzle parameters i.e. self similarity prevails. Data further suggest existence of two distinct layers, the wall (inner) layer and the jet (outer) layer, with each layer having its own universal scaling independent of the local Reynolds number Re τ . Analysis suggests that the scale-aware overlap of these universal layers renders the overlap velocity profile Re τ -dependent. An intermediate variable effectively absorbs this Re τ -dependence and yields a universal power-law profile for mean velocity in the overlap layer; experimental data strongly support these outcomes.
Introduction
Two-dimensional, fully-developed, turbulent wall jets developing on flat surfaces (henceforth wall jets) have interested researchers for quite some time (Schwarz & Cosart 1961; Bradshaw & Gee 1962; Wygnanski et al. 1992; Schneider & Goldstein 1994; Eriksson et al. 1998; Tachie et al. 2002; Gersten 2015) . However, the interest has remained rather limited possibly due to fewer engineering applications of wall jets -the two most prominent examples are (a) slot blowing used for separation control on the suction side of an aerofoil and (b) cooling flows in electronic devices and turbine blades (Launder & Rodi 1983) . Another important application, relevant to atmospheric flows, is unfortunately not well-appreciated at all. It has been pointed out (Smedman et al. 1995) that the so-called atmospheric low-level jets (LLJs) resemble, in the profiles of mean velocity and turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) budget, to the laboratory wall jets. Since the representation of LLJ turbulence in weather prediction models requires modifications in boundary layer parameterization (Hong 2010; Hu et al. 2013) , study of wall jets could potentially provide a rational basis for such developments.
Scaling mean velocity in wall jets involves scaling of: (i) streamwise variations of the local velocity and length scales and (ii) velocity profiles U (z) using these local scales; x, y and z respectively denote streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal coordinates. The two important local velocity scales of interest are the maximum velocity U max (figure 1a) and, the friction velocity U τ = τ w /ρ; τ w is the wall shear stress and ρ is the fluid density. Similarly, the height z T (figure 1a) above the velocity maximum where velocity equals U max /2 (Narasimha et al. 1973, henceforth NYP) and the viscous length ν/U τ form the two important local length scales; ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity and z T represents overall thickness of the flow. The ratio of these length scales is the local Reynolds number Re τ = z T U τ /ν. Nozzle parameters such as the exit velocity U j (in the potential core), slot height b, Reynolds number Re j = U j b/ν and momentum rate (per unit width) M j ∼ U 2 j b form a set of initial conditions (ICs) for the wall jet flow.
Interestingly, for the streamwise variations of U max , z T and U τ (and hence ν/U τ ), all approaches till date (Glauert 1956; Narasimha et al. 1973; George et al. 2000; Barenblatt et al. 2005) involve, in some form, one or more nozzle ICs as scaling parameter(s). This raises a fundamental question: Does a wall jet always "remember" the ICs throughout its downstream development? An affirmative answer implies that truly self-similar development, controlled essentially by the local parameters, is not possible. In general, the structure of developing turbulent wall-bounded flows consists of different layers, that may follow different local (localized in x direction) scalings, i.e. layer-wise self-similarity, but develop downstream at different rates. Such situations typically result in downstream increase in Re τ , as for example in turbulent boundary layers. In wall jets, this could lead to the Re τ -dependence (non-universality) of the inner and outer scaling laws and their overlap, similar to the proposal of George et al. (2000) . Dependence of the local scales on nozzle ICs therefore amounts to an additional but distinct complication that could render these scaling laws in wall jets further dependent on the ICs (Barenblatt et al. 2005 , henceforth BCP) in addtion to the Re τ -dependence.
In this work, we use data from our own experiments and the literature ( §2 and §3), and demonstrate that the streamwise variations of U max , z T and U τ can be scaled entirely in terms of the "local" momentum rate M = ∞ 0 U 2 dz (per unit width) and ν i.e. there appears to be no dependence on nozzle ICs ( §3). Further, it is shown that the wall jet comprises of universal (independent of nozzle ICs and Re τ ) inner and outer scaling layers ( §4). Starting with this observation, theoretical arguments show that a scale-aware overlap of these universal layers could lead to a non-universal (Re τ -dependent) power-law profile in the overlap layer. This Re τ dependence may be effectively absorbed into an intermediate variable yielding a universal overlap power-law profile. Experimental data strongly support this structure of wall jets.
Experimental details
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the wall jet setup constructed at the Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (FDL), Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune, India. A settling chamber admits air from a blower and discharges it through a two-dimensional nozzle (width L = 300 mm, height b = 10 mm) tangentially onto the test surface. Velocity profiles at nozzle exit are close to the top-hat profile (not shown) and uniform across the entire width except for small portions near the ends. The test surface is a flat, straight and polished aluminium plate (width 600 mm, length 1500 mm and thickness 6 mm). The size of the room is large enough for secondary flow effects to be minimal. Counterbore brass plugs are fitted on either side (L and R in figure 1b) of the longitudinal centerline and are used to mount the glass discs for Oil Film Interferometry (OFI); unused plugs are fitted with Teflon inserts. It is ensured that all fittings are flush with the test surface.
Mean velocity profiles at different streamwise and spanwise stations are measured, using a Pitot tube (1.2 mm outer diameter) and a single-component hotwire probe (Pt- Rh Wollaston wire; core diameter 5 µm and active length 0.8 mm), for Re j = 10244, 15742 and 21228; ν = 1.5 × 10 −5 m 2 s −1 for air. Near-wall Pitot readings are corrected according to Bailey et al. (2013) . Hotwire sensor is operated at an overheat ratio of 0.6 using the Dantec StreamLine Pro constant temperature anemometer system and the anemometer output is acquired at 10 kHz on a computer using Dantec's StreamWare Pro software. Hotwire sensor is calibrated in situ, before and after each experiment, against the Pitot tube by recording mean anemometer voltage over a range of blower speeds at a fixed height from the wall (near the velocity maximum). Data with significant calibration drifts are discarded. Wall shear stress τ w is measured using OFI at y/b ≈ ±4.5 on either side of the plate centerline. A small drop of silicone fluid is placed on an SF11 glass disc (blackened on its bottom side) fitted flush in the brass plug. Smearing of the drop due to the flow forms a film that thins down at a rate proportional to τ w . When illuminated by a sodium vapour lamp, the reflected near-monochromatic light from the top and bottom of the film forms an interference pattern (figure 1b); τ w is related to the time rate of increase of the inter-fringe spacing. A computer-controlled DSLR camera (Nikon D5500 with Micro-Nikkor 105 mm lens) is used to record the fringes. Image sequences with significant dust contamination are discarded. A robust estimate of the fringe spacing in each image is extracted from FFT analysis of pixel intensity by averaging over several pixel rows. Calibrated silicone fluids of two different nominal viscosities (100 and 200 cSt) are used for all measurements to ensure consistency and repeatability. Relation (1) from Chauhan et al. (2010) is used to compute τ w and U τ . In all experiments, values of U τ from both sides of the centerline agree to within ±2.5% reconfirming mean flow two-dimensionality.
3. Scaling streamwise variations of U max , z T and U τ As noted by NYP, early approaches relied upon U j and b as the relevant scaling parameters i.e. relations of the form U max /U j = F (x/b), where F is universal, should hold. However NYP, after compiling large amount of experimental data on wall jets in still air, demonstrated that data do not scale on U j and b. Based on the dynamical importance of the nozzle momentum rate M j , NYP proposed the relavant scaling parameters to be M j (instead of U j and b separately) and ν. For all the data they had access to, NYP showed that this M j -ν scaling leads to universal relationships of the form
2 and so on. Several further studies (Wygnanski et al. 1992; George et al. 2000) confirmed the robustness of NYP scaling. More recently, BCP argued that the strong dependence on b remains important and this leads to the so-called incomplete similarity in the dimensionless independent variables Π 1 = z/b, Π 2 = x/b and Π 3 = M j b/ν 2 ; Π 3 is equivalent to Re j . Notwithstanding the apparent differences, the approaches of BCP and NYP can in fact be shown to be equivalent. Following (Barenblatt 2003) , if one eliminates b from the BCP relations, an equivalent set -Π *
obtained which is the M j -ν scaling of NYP. In summary, all scaling approaches so far involve nozzle ICs and amongst them, the approach of NYP appears to be the most appropriate.
Interestingly, NYP suggested "A similar correlation using local momentum flux M is implied by (3) . . . but clearly M is less convenient than M j "; here M is the "local" momentum rate obtained from the "local" mean velocity profile U (z). Note that, while M j might be convenient to produce useful estimates, use of M implies no influence of the nozzle ICs and allows for self-similar development in response to the local conditions. In this section, we investigate this local M -ν scaling.
To ensure robust scaling, data from other experiments are required. However, the 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 77, 85, 92 , 100 and 107. Dashed line is the power-law fit to "water data" (EKP) and solid line is the power-law fit to "air data" (our + SC).
literature on wall jets is rather scarce compared to other canonical flows. In addition, well-documented flows with detailed and consistent velocity profile measurements are rare; we specifically require velocity profiles to compute M . After considerable scrutiny, it is found that the data of Eriksson et al. (1998 ) -hereafter EKP -and Schwarz & Cosart (1961 -hereafter SC -satisfy the criteria of both, quality and overll consistency. EKP data (Re j = 9600) are available at the ERCOFTAC Classic Collection Database and SC data (Re j = 42839) have been digitized from the plots given in their paper. For EKP experiments, the working fluid is water and mean velocity is measured using highresolution Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV); τ w is computed from velocity gradient in the viscous sublayer. For SC experiments, the working fluid is air and mean velocity is measured using hotwire anemometry; τ w is not measured in SC experiments. Figure 3 shows the data (x/b 30) plotted in M j -ν (left panels) and M -ν (right panels) scalings. Separate power-law curve fits are shown for 'water data' and 'air data' to enable better visualisation of data collapse. It is clear that the M j -ν scaling of NYP works quite well for 'air data'. However, the M j -ν scaling for 'water data' appears to follow a power-law which is significantly different than that for the 'air data'. This is especially true for the velocity scales U max and U τ (figures 3a and 3e). Interestingly however, both type of data collapse quite well in the M -ν scaling as is evident from the closeness of dashed and solid lines in figures 3(b), 3(d ) and 3(f ). It may be noted that for 'water data', the ratio M/M j varies somewhat rapidly with x/b (see figure 12 of EKP). For 'air data' on the other hand, M/M j varies rather slowly with x/b (see figure 8 of Wygnanski et al. 1992) ; this explains the success of M j -ν reported by NYP who did not have access to 'water data' in those days. Thus the inclusion of 'water data' serves as a stringent test for the appropriateness of M or M j as a scaling parameter. Also, contrary to the expectation of NYP, data show that M/M j is not a universal function of xM j /ν 2 (not shown). Therefore M can be taken as a scaling parameter independent of M j . Thus the downstream variations of U max , z T and U τ , for data across different facilities, collapse remarkably well in the local M -ν scaling. This implies that nozzle ICs are irrelevant for the development of wall jets for x/b 30 and self-similarity prevails.
Scaling Mean Velocity Profiles

Inner and outer scaling regions
We first investigate the scaling of mean velocity profiles in classical outer (U/U max versus η) and inner (U + versus z + ) coordinates; η = z/z T , U + = U/U τ and z + = zU τ /ν. Figure 4 (a) shows mean velocity profile data plotted in outer (jet) coordinates; traditional use of Re j and x/b (instead of Re τ and xM/ν 2 ) for labelling the curves is retained for ease of comprehension. All the data exhibit excellent scaling (collapse) in the outer region including the velocity maximum (at and above the dashed line in figure 4a ), over the entire range of nozzle Reynolds numbers covered here. Figure 4(b) shows the same data in inner (wall) coordinates. Remarkable scaling is evident in the near-wall region up to z + ≈ 12 (below the dashed line in figure 4b ); see also Tachie et al. (2002) . Thus the mean velocity data support classical inner and outer scalings respectively of the form
where f and g are universal functions independent of Re τ as well as nozzle ICs (see § 3). At this stage, some comments on the velocity profile scaling of BCP are in order. While the outer scaling proposed by BCP is identical to (4.2), their inner scaling is different from (4.1). BCP envisage that the appropriate inner length scale is the height z B from the wall, below the velocity maximum, where U = U max /2 occurs. Thus, the inner scaling of BCP is U/U max = h (z/z B ), where h is supposed to be a universal function collapsing data all the way from the wall to the velocity maximum. There are two difficulties with this proposal. Firstly, while z T has a definite physical significance of being measure of the overall thickness of the flow, z B appears to be a mere definition with no physical interpretation. Secondly, z B occurs very close to the wall and is therefore difficult to resolve in measurements; consequently many experiments on wall jets lack this information. As such, the proposal of BCP (as they themselves state) is based on rather limited data of EKP experiments. Since our experiments have well-resolved inner region, the inner scaling of BCP may now be evaluated effectively. Figure 4 (c) shows data in BCP inner coordinates. Although there is collapse close to the wall, the region below the velocity maximum (encircled in figure 4c ) does not show data collapse i.e. function h is not universal. Also significant variations can be seen in the position of the velocity maximum. Thus the classical inner scaling (4.1), which has sound physical basis, appears to be the rational choice for the inner region.
Scaling in the overlap layer
The overlap layer in wall jets is expected to occur below the velocity maximum between the dashed lines of figures 4(a) and 4(b). Matching U and ∂U/∂z from the inner (4.1) and outer (4.2) descriptions (see George et al. 2000) in the overlap layer leads to
It is known that the solution to (4.3) is invariant under the transformation z → z + α where α is an arbitrary shift in the origin for z (George et al. 2000) . Alternatively, (4.3) also permits the transformation U → U + β, where β is an arbitrary shift in the origin for U . Physically either of these shifts accounts for a finite slip velocity at the wall since the overlap layer profile cannot satisfy the inner (no slip) boundary condition due to matching of the inner layer with the outer layer. In what follows, we replace U by U = U + β, so that f = U /U τ = f + β + and g = U /U max = g + (β/U max ). Since the left and right sides of (4.3) are purely functions of z + and η respectively, each side must be equal to a universal constant, say A. Integrating d ln f /d ln z + = A leads to ln f = A ln z + + B ′ in the overlap layer. Note that while B ′ must be constant with respect to z + in the overlap layer, nothing precludes it from being a function of the local Reynolds number Re τ . It is known that the inner and outer length scales in wall jets develop downstream at different rates (see BCP). The Re τ -dependence of the overlap layer could therefore come about as a result of the scale-aware overlap between the out-of-sync inner and outer layers. Thus although f in the inner region is purely a function of z + , f in the overlap layer inherits Re τ dependence due to matching with the outer layer. Rewriting B ′ = A ln B + ln D yields 5) where E (Re τ ) and C (Re τ ) are functions unknown as yet. Clearly, (4.4) and (4.5) do not scale the mean velocity profiles at different Re τ in the overlap layer in classical inner and outer coordinates (figures 4a and 4b). However, if one rewrites (4.4) and (4.5) as
then f /D and g/E could become universal functions of z + B and ηC respectively. In order to proceed further, it is required to determine functional forms of B, C, D and E. Note that z + B and ηC are both akin to the so-called intermediate variable that is commonly used in the asymptotic analysis of multiscale problems (George et al. 2000) . Physically, the role of function B (C) is to "rescale" z + (η) appropriately so that the overlap region remains in focus i.e. (George et al. 2000) . It is known that the overlap layer in canonical wall-bounded turbulent flows occurs beyond z + ∼ √ Re τ (the location of maximum Reynolds shear stress) where mean advection and Reynolds stress gradient terms in the mean momentum equation balance each other (Wei et al. 2005) . It is not unreasonable to expect that a similar balance will hold in the case of wall jets also, especially near the beginning of the overlap layer (see figure 14c of EKP) ; details of the balance further out in the overlap region could be different. Therefore one may expect the overlap layer in wall jets to begin around z + ∼ √ Re τ . Since z + B ∼ O(1) in the overlap layer, it follows that B ∼ 1/ √ Re τ i.e. m = −1/2 and consequently the constraint 1 + m = n yields n = 1/2 i.e. C ∼ √ Re τ . Since z + B ∼ ηC and A is a universal constant, (4.6) and (4.7) imply f /D ∼ ( g/E). Physically, functions D and E represent the Reynolds-number-dependent modulation of the inner and outer velocity scales respectively. For wall jets without an external stream, the jet momentum is expected to overwhelm the drag at the surface as Re τ → ∞ (Gersten 2015) with the asymptotic state being the half free jet. Therefore the effect of the wall (Re τ dependence) in the overlap region on the outer velocity scale may be expected to be very weak and can only enter in the length scale. Therefore to the lowest order in Re τ , it is reasonable to assume E (Re τ ) ≈ constant. With this, D (Re τ ) ∼ f / g ∼ U max /U τ and the velocity profile (4.6 and 4.7) in the overlap layer scales according to either of the two equivalent relations
where K i , K o and A are universal constants. Note that g = g + (β/U max ) where β is constant for a given profile. Therefore β/U max could be a function of Re τ . However the same arguments that led to E (Re τ ) ≈ constant, indicate that, to the lowest order in Re τ , one may expect β/U max ≈ constant. With this, (4.9) simplifies to 
Conclusions
We have addressed some key issues related to the scaling of mean velocity in fullydeveloped, two-dimensional, turbulent wall jets on flat surfaces. The conclusions may be summarized as follows.
(i) Streamwise variations of local velocity and length scales, U max , z T and U τ , follow the "local" M -ν scaling i.e. flow development does not depend on the nozzle ICs. As is quite common in developing flows such as boundary layers, the inner and outer scales in a wall jet could still develop at different rates.
(ii) Data support a two-layer description for mean velocity, the inner (wall) layer scaling purely on wall variables U τ and ν, and the outer (jet) layer scaling only on outer variables U max and z T . These scalings are universal i.e. independent of Re τ and nozzle ICs.
(iii) Analysis shows that these universal scalings can overlap in a scale-aware manner to yield an Re τ -dependent (non-universal) power-law velocity profile in the overlap layer.
(iv) Describing the overlap layer in terms of an intermediate variable absorbs the Re τ -dependence and leads to a universal power-law description (4.10). All the data collapse remarkably well onto this universal power-law for a decade in the intermediate variable. Interestingly, the length scale involved in the intermediate variable is z T ν/U τ , the geometric mean of outer and viscous length scales.
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